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This edition of the INDEX includes all 100 issues of La Cronica de Nuevo Mexico. It is being issued in recognition and respect of the dedicated service sincerely provided by Dr. Carleen Lazzell. Carleen stepped up and took over the management of La Cronica after the death of John Conron. John started the La Crónica de Nuevo México publication of the Historical Society of New Mexico, in 1976 and Pedro Ribera-Ortega suggested the name. Carleen took over the editing and publication after John’s death. She produced a major contribution to the presentation and preservation of New Mexico History.

There is not a fixed publication schedule but it has been two to four issues per year, with the number of pages of each issue depending on the amount of material being reported. Each issue includes articles of a scholarly nature plus material of interest to the Society members. This INDEX is complete from 1976 though July 2014. Major historical libraries in the state have collections of back issues.

Four indices have been prepared to ease the difficulty of locating an article. The first is a chronological listing of all titles together with the author(s); the second is an alphabetical listing of author’s names and the issues in which the individual published. The third section provides a list of obituaries published starting in 2010 plus a few articles from earlier issues. A keyword index is the fourth section and may aid in locating a topic when the original title has been forgotten. A user is cautioned that authorship of some articles is indicated only by initials and some have no author indicated. The compilers judgment was used to select the keywords. Errors in omissions, spelling, location, etc. and suggestions discovered by readers can be submitted via the Historic Society’s email address, hsnminfo@hsnm.org.
1 1976 Articles
   A Letter from the President Lavender, Lorraine
   A New Mexico Vignette LeViness, Witherford T.
   Activities at UNM Press
   Historic “Superintendent’s House” in Albuquerque added to State Register of Cultural Properties P. J. S
   Historical Society of New Mexico 1859-1976
   Name this Newspaper and Win!!!
   New Mexico Historic Preservation Awards 1976
   New Mexico, 1776-1789. A Poster
   State’s Historical and Archaeological Societies asked to aid with Cultural Properties Annual Inspections A.S.

2 1976 Articles
   Centuries Old Riot Forgiven
   Historical Society of New Mexico Annual Meeting in April, 1977
   Join the Society - and Receive Five Maps - Free
   N.M. Historical Society to Publish Monograph
   New Mexico Arts Commission Holds Retreat Meeting
   Pedro Ribera-Ortega Gives us a Name
   Pietown, New Mexico Choate, Brett
   Plaques Available for Registered Properties
   San Gabriel Historical Society invites you
   Seminario de Cultura Mexicana
   They Passed by Here Too - James O. Beckwourth: 1798 - 1886 Lyon, Fern
   The Revolutions of the 1600’s Schroeder, Albert H.

3 1977 Articles
   Earl Kubicek Named Historical Society Executive Director
   Expedition to Victorio Peak - or - the Treasure Trail of Padre La Who? Jenkins, Myra Ellen
   Gus Seligman Addresses Historical Society Annual Meeting
   Kit Carson Memorial Foundation Wins 1976 Award
   Landmark Legislation Signed by Governor Apodaca
   Local Historical Societies & Institutions Affiliated with The Historical Society of New Mexico
   N.M. Historical Society to Publish Monograph
   New Mexico Arts Commission Awards Program Announced
   New Mexico Historic Preservation Awards, 1977
   The Ilfeld Building: Está Muerto
   This Miserable Kingdom ... Burke, Rev. James

4 1977 Articles
   A Break in the Law, Historic Preservation Given Relief in New State Building Code J. P. C.
   Cliff Dwellers Adobe House on bank of Minnehaha Creek Built by Minneapolis Man Who Never Saw One
   Efforts to Preserve Architectural Drawings and Records Underway S. C.
   Las Trampas Honored J. P. C.
   Tax Reform Act of 1976, Benefits to Historic Preservation Outlined
   The Healer and the Cross Bullock, Alice

4 1977 Book(s)
   New Mexico: A Bicentennial History Simmons, Marc; Reviewer; Moore, Mary Lou
5 1978 Articles
Abacus Bookstore Moves to California
Adobe Preservation Working Session held in Santa Fe
Historical Society Announces Annual Meeting Lyon, Luke
Historical Society of New Mexico gives Collections to State Agencies
Presencia del Seminario de Cultura Mexicana en Chihuahua (in Spanish) Prieto, Felipe Sisqeiros
Segundo Encuentro Cultural
State Attorney General Firm on Protection of Archaeological Sites
Villagra Book Shop has New Owners
While on Your Way - Drop In

5 1978 Book(s)
The Hospital at the End of the Santa Fe Trail Kimball, Clark, Smith, Marcus J.; Reviewer; Schroeder, Albert H.

6 1978 Articles
A Letter from Norman Cleaveland Cleaveland, Norman
Aviso! Lincoln County Buffs
Here are the Answers to Questions in Holy Cross Retreat Article Lyon, Luke
New Mexico Historic Preservation Awards 1978
Second Cultural Encounter, Camino Real to Santa Fe Prieto, Felipe Sisqeiros, Salazar, J. Richard
Statewide Museum Coordinator Position Established Chávez, Thomas E.
The Hurd Family of Roswell Fleming, Elvis E.
The Lordsburg Internment/POW Camp Pressler, Millie

7 1978 Articles
Fall and Spring Lecture Tours on Henry Trost, Architect of the Southwest announced Engelbrecht, Lloyd C.
Little Dog Springs, Ojo del Perrillo Burroughs, Jean M.
New Mexico’s Nickname Restored CL
Shalam, Land of Children Priestly, Lee
The Annual Conference of the Historical Society of New Mexico Chavez, Thomas E
The Clipping Service

7 1978 Book(s)
Tertiary History of the Grand Canyon District Dutton, Capt. Clarence E.; Reviewer; Conron, John P.

8 1979 Articles
Historical Society Annual Conference
New Mexico’s Premier Historian Simmons, Marc
Old Santa Fe Association Presents 1st Annual Awards McCullogh, Mary Catherine
The Clipping Service ... The Old and the New: The Chaves County Historical Society Mead, Martha Durant
Narrow Gauge Railroad Association Disbands
Chronology & Documentary Handbook of the State on New Mexico Vexler, Robert E., Swindler, W. F.; Reviewer; F. L.

8 1979 Book(s)
Herbert Eugene Bolton, The Historian and the Man Bannon, John Francis; Reviewer; Lyon, Fern
9 1980 Articles
Adolph F. Bandelier’s The Discovery of New Mexico A. H. S.
Historic Santa Fe Foundation Annual meeting in January
Historical Society of New Mexico
Historical Society of New Mexico Proposes Amendment to It’s Bylaws
Narrow Gauge Railroad Mementos for Sale at Conference
National Register of Historic Places Volume II, Published
The Battle of Cieneguilla Frazer, Robert W.
Who is Doing What in Historic Preservation

9 1980 Book(s)
Business and Preservation Warner, Raynor M., McCormac, Sibyl Weiss, Sandi; Reviewer; JPC

10 1980 Articles
1980 Annual Meeting - Historical Society of New Mexico Chavez, Thomas E.
Calvin Horn Essay Winners
Chavez County Research Center
Dr. Myra Ellen Jenkins Retires - 1 Year Early
Embudo in Northern New Mexico Blumenschein, Helen G.
Hist. Soc. of NM New Life Members
The Raton Society
The Rodriguez Expedition of the 1580’s Schroeder, Albert H.
They Passed by Here Too: Mary Tibbles McPherson Lyon, Fern
Betty Woods Resigns

11 1981 Articles
A Portion of Society History in Current “N. M. Historical Review” JPC
Annual Conference - Sponsored Jointly by the Historical Society of New Mexico & the Texas State Historical Association
Beyond the Call of Duty Kubicek, Earl. C.
Juan Bautista de Anza Commemorated
Society Receives Grant

11 1981 Book(s)
And From the Foundation for Preservation Technology
Illustrated Catalogue of American Hardware, 1865 (reprint) Preservation Technology

12 1981 Articles
1981 Cultural Properties Review Committee Awards
Columbus Day Celebration October 11 & 12
Los Alamos Historical Society Museum Events
Myra Ellen Jenkins Honored by Historical Society
Taos County Historical Society Fall/Winter Programs
The First Political Cartoons in the Territory of New Mexico October, 1880 F. L.
The Rousing Life of Elfego Baca Johnson, Byron A.

12 1981 Book(s)
Old and New Architecture: Design Relationship Goldberger, Paul
Socorro, A Historic Survey Conron, John P.; Reviewer; Lyon, Fern
13 1981 Articles
A Special Sale of Historical Society Annual Conference Posters
Annual Dinner Meeting of the Santa Fe Historical Society
Book Auction to be held at Annual Meeting
By Laws of the Historical Society of New Mexico
Editor of La Cronica Apologizes!! Conron, John
Historical Society Paunches New Publishing Program JPC
Private Fund Appeal is Launched for Bandelier National Monument

13 1981 Book(s)
Over the Chihuahua and Santa Fe Trails, 1847-1848 Gibson, George Rutledge, Frazer, Robert W.
Lew Wallace, Militant Romantic Morseberger, Robert E., Morseberger, Katherine M.; Reviewer; Lyon, Fern

14 1982 Articles
Annual Conference of the Historical Society of New Mexico Hamilton, Jim
Book Auction to be Held at Annual Conference
Information on 1982 HSNM Conference Poster
John Gregory Bourke Lyon, Luke
Railroad History to be Highlighted at the Annual Meeting of the Historical Society of New Mexico

14 1982 Book(s)
Louis Felsenthal, Citizen-Soldier of Territorial New Mexico Meketa, Jacqueline Dorgan

15 1982 Articles
Book Auction
Change in Preservation Tax Credit
Friends of the Cumbres & Toltec Glover, V. J.
Mystery Photo Resolved! S. W.
National Archives in Jeopardy Jenkins, Myra Ellen
New Mexico Architecture 20 Year Index Romero, Orlando
Peerless Leader Attacked by Burro
Preparations for 1983 Annual Meeting Underway S. W.
Socorro Historical Society Elects Officers, Outlines Future Group Projects

15 1982 Book(s)
He Was Singin’ This Song Tinsley, Jim Bob; Reviewer; Lyon, Fern
Museums and the Law Phelan, Marilyn
Using Local History in the Classroom Metcalf, Fay, Downey, Matthew; Reviewer; E. C. K.

16 1983 Articles
!Help! Durham, Bart
1983 Annual Meeting Albuquerque, N.M. May 12-15 JPC
1983 Conference Poster
Emergency At Pigeon’s Ranch On The Glorieta Battlefield
La Cronica Welcomes New Society Members for 1983
Los Alamos Historical Society Spring Programs
New Anthology Explores Material Culture
Pioneer, Soldier And Statesman, The Story of Edmund Gibson Ross Kubicek, Earl C.
Research Grants Available From AAS & LH
16 1983 Book(s)

**Nearby History** Kyvig, David E., Marty, Myron

**Pioneering in Silver City: H. B. Ailman’s Recollections of Territorial New Mexico, 1861-1892** Lundwall, Helen J., Editor; Reviewer; Lyon, Fern

**The California Column in New Mexico** Miller, Darlis; Reviewer; Lyon, Fern

**The Plains and The Rockies: A Critical Bibliography of Exploration, Adventure and Travel in the American West 1800-1865** Wagner, Henry R., Camp, Charles L. Becker, Robert H., Editor; Reviewer; Kubicek, Earl C.

17 1983 Articles

**1983 Annual Meeting Resolutions**
**A Reader Questions Article** J. P. C.

**First Annual Historical Society of New Mexico Awards**

**Former Historical Society Board Member and Rural Roswell Farmer Receives Agriculturist of Distinction Award**

**Los Alamos Historical Museum Schedules September Event**

**Major Indian Architecture Exhibit Opens at the Palace of the Governors**

**Pioneer, Soldier and Statesman, The Story of Edmund Gibson Ross, Part 2.** KubicekE. C.

**Reprint Program Announced, NM Historical Review**

**Request for Donations to 3rd Annual Book Auction** Durham, B.

**The Expedition to Victorio Peak-or-the Treasure Trail of Padre La Who?** Jenkins, Myra Ellen

17 1983 Book(s)

**Las Vegas Walking Guide Issued** Wilson, C.; Reviewer; J. P. C.

**With Heritage So Rich** National Trust for Historic Preservation

18 1984 Articles

**Officers and Directors Elected to Aztec Museum Association**

**Pigeon’s Ranch Progress Report** Simmons, M.

**Taos is Site of Society’s Annual Conference**

**The Short Life of Fort Tulerosa[sic], New Mexico** Wells, R. N.

19 1984 Articles

**Aztec Museum Association Wants to Know**

**Chama - A reminder of the Railroad Age**

**Directory of Historians and Historical Organizations Issued**

**First National Conference for Genealogists in Rocky Mountains**

**Historical Society Presents Awards**

**Jack Boyer Receives Board of Directors Award** Laine, D.

**Locomotives on Display**

**Los Alamos Historical Museum August Event**

**Museum of New Mexico Archaeologist and Volunteers Excavate Downtown Santa Fe Historical Site**

**New Appointments at Museum of New Mexico**

**New Mexico and Its Railroads - A special issue of La Cronica, J. P. C.**

**Preservation and New Mexico’s Historic Railroad Depots** Brooker, K.

**Santa Fe and the Santa Fe Railroad**

**Santa Fe Railway Locomotive Collection**

**Thank You, Kit Carson Foundation** Conron, J. P.

**The Railroad Building Inventory: a Report from the Field** Oakes, Y.

**The Tunnels at Guadalupe Box**

**Trains to Ride in New Mexico**
Walking Tour of Farmington Published J. P. C.

19 1984 Book(s)
Mercedes Reales: Hispanic Land Grants of the Upper Rio Grande Region Westphall, V.; Reviewer; Chavez, T.

20 1985 Articles
1985 Conference Poster J. P. C.
Another Unsigned Missive M. E. J.
Directory Issued
El Palacio Recounts Society Gift J. P. C.
Former Museum of New Mexico Director Accepts Interim Term as Leader
Las Cruces is the Site, April 18-21 the Dates of Society’s Annual Conference Meeting
Las Vegas Happenings
Minnesota Adobe Sheppard, C. D.
Socorro - Facts Not Fancy Jenkins, Myra Ellen, Wilson, Spencer
Women’s World: A Patchwork in Time and Space

21 1985 Articles
A Special Thanks to Dr. & Mrs. Michael Pijoan Conron, J. P.
Book Auction Nets a Profit J. P. C.
Historical Society Presents Awards
Loraine Lavender and Sculptor Curtis Fort with the 1985 Board of Directors’ Award S. W.
Museum of International Folk Art in Santa Fe Appoints New Curator of Spanish Colonial Collections
Nominations Are Sought for 1986
Second Board of Directors’ Award Given to Loraine Lavender Lyon, F.
Socorro - Facts Not Fancy (Part 2) Jenkins, Myra Ellen, Wilson, S.
The Society’s Publication Program Continues Apace
Two Resolutions Passed at Annual Meeting
We Appreciate Your Support

21 1985 Book(s)
Four Leagues of Pecos: A Legal History of the Pecos Grant, 1800-1933 Hall, G. E.; Reviewer; J. L. K.
Logging Railroads of the Lincoln National Forest, New Mexico Glover, V.

22 1985 Articles
$500.00 Reward for Historical Crime Stoppers
A Correction To: Socorro - Facts Not Fancy Wilson, Spencer
An Exciting Nine Months in Colfax County Cleaveland, Norman
Dinosaur Debut: A 20th Century Happening
Historical Society of New Mexico Issues a Call for Papers
Maxwell Museum of Anthropology Current Exhibitions
New Director Chosen for Museum of New Mexico
New Mexico Historical Review: A Report
Railroad Designated Engineering Landmark
Socorro’s Vines and Vintners Reich, Phyllis O.
The La Fonda Parking Lot and Santa Fe History

22 1985 Book(s)
Louis Felsenthal: Citizen-Soldier of Territorial New Mexico Meketa, Jacqueline
Mabel Dodge Luhan, New Woman, New Worlds Rudnick, L. P.; Reviewer; Lyon, F.
New Mexico: The Distant Land Murphy, Dan, Baxter, John O.
23 1986 Articles
‘Rio Grande World’ Exhibition Opens at Laboratory of Anthroplogy
1986 Annual Conference Poster
Historical Society of N.M. Solicits Award Nominations
T. Harmon Parkhurst Exhibit Opens in Los Alamos
The 1986 Conference of the Historical Society of N.M., Montezuma, New Mexico - June 5-8
The Last Man at Fort Union New Mexico Territory Kubicek, E. C.
The Publications Program: a Society Success Story Wilson, S.
Two 18th Century Paintings Return to New Mexico after 228 Years
23 1986 Book(s)
Museum Pieces Tallent, E.; Reviewer; F. L.
Rodeo Champions: Eight Memorable Moments of Riding, Wrestling, and Roping Pointer, Larry; Reviewer; R. N. E.

24 1986 Articles
Board of Directors Award 1986 Presented to: Dr. Myra Ellen Jenkins
Call for Nominations for Awards
Call for Papers
Contributors to Exhibits
List of Donors to Books/Collectibles Auction
Resolutions Passed at the Annual Meeting of Members
Some Notes Regarding the First Three Presidents of the Historical Society of New Mexico Following the Civil War Cleaveland, Norman
The 1986 Conference of the Historical Society of N.M.

24 1986 Book(s)
Chas. F. Lummis The Centennial Exhibition Commemorating His Tramp Across the Continent Moneta, D. P., Editor; Reviewer; M. T.

25 1987 Articles
Peggy Pond Church, 1903 - 1986 F. L.
Railroad Volunteers to be Featured in National Magazine
Tenth Annual Conference to be Held In Roswell
The Zia Company 1946-1986 Aldrich, Linda
Volunteers Working to Help Preserve Railroad

25 1987 Book(s)
Tres Macho - He Said Chavez, Fray Angelico; Reviewer; Dobek, Andrew J.

26 1987 Articles
Some Omissions in Las Vegas History Cleaveland, Norman
1988 Annual Meeting Book Auction
Call for Nominations for Awards
Call for Papers - 1988 Annual Meeting
Editors Note: The Board of Directors’ Awards
Fray Angelico Chavez Receives Board of Directors Award - 1987 M. E. J.
Loraine Cleaveland Lavendar [sic], 1902-1987 Lyon, Fern
The Barbeque at Roswell - April 1987 & The Book Auction at Roswell
The New Mexico Preservation Coalition
Western Social Science Association Conference - Denver, April, 1988
26 1987 Book(s)
  Dream Tracks, the Railroad and the American Indian 1890-1930 McLuhan, T. C.; Reviewer; Lyon, Luke.
  Legacy of Honor, the Life of Rafael Chacon, A 19th Century New Mexican Meketa, Jacqueline Dorgan, Editor; Reviewer; F. L.
  New Mexico Women, Intercultural Perspectives Jensen, Joan, Editor, Miller, Dralis, A., Editor; Reviewer; Lyon, Fern
  New Mexico: The Distant Land Murphy, Dan
  Queen, New Mexico: A Historical Perspective on the Settlement in the Guadalupe Mountains Patterson, Patricia; Reviewer; M. S.
  The Kachina and the White Man: The Influences of White Culture on the Hopi Kachina Cult Dockstader, Frederick J.; Reviewer; Ellis, Richard N.

27 1988 Articles
  1987 Espinosa Award Winner
  Friends of the Cumbres & Toltec Scenic Railroad, Inc. S. W.
  Gone But Not Forgotten, Texico, N.M. RR Station Razed J. P. C.
  Join Us at Grand Canyon, Arizona, Historical Society of New Mexico’s Annual Meeting is with the Arizona Historical Society, April 21-23, 1988
  Madonna of the Trail Lyon, Fern
  Myra Ellen - Did You See This? J. P. C.
  O’Keefe Peak? We Hope Not J. P. C.
  Old Santa Fe Association Presents 1988 Awards
  Spectacular Vernacular, An Exhibition of Traditional Desert Architecture to Be Shown in New Mexico
  State Appropriates Funds for Segesser Purchase C. B.
  Work of New Mexican Woodworkers Will Grace New Museum Wing

27 1988 Book(s)
  Henry Hopkins Sibley, Confederate General of the West Thompson, Jerry; Reviewer; F. L.
  Kiva, Cross and Crown, The Pecos Indians and New Mexico: 1540-1840 Kessell, John L.; Reviewer; Wilson, Spencer

28 1989 Articles
  1988 Board of Directors Award, Dr. Ira G. Clark, Professor Emeritus of History, New Mexico State University M. E. J.
  A Commendation to UNM Press Book Designer S. W.
  Billy The Kid, UHG: J. P. C.
  Ernest V. Joiner’s OPINION
  New Mexico Funding Directory
  Society Books Available
  The End of Sibley’s New Mexico Campaign Wilson, John P.

28 1989 Book(s)
  Literature & Landscape: Writers of the Southwest Farah, Cynthia; Reviewer; Lyon, Fern

29 1989 Articles
  Call for Papers
  Cleveland Roller Mill Museum Opens in Cleveland
  Degradation in Chaco Wakeland, Robin
  Historical Society of New Mexico 1989 Board of Directors Award Presented to Norman Cleaveland Lyon, Fern
  Society Awards 1989
  Society Books Available
  The Box Cars from France, An Historical Society Project Wilson, Spencer
  Udall to Speak at Santa Fe Trail Symposium Pitel, Michael E., Storey, Robert
29 1989 Book(s)
Signs from the Ancestors Young, M. Jane; Reviewer; King, Dudley
Through Indian Country to California Sherburne, John P.; Reviewer; Lyon, Fern

30 1990 Articles
1989 Volunteeers on the Cumbres and Toltec Scenic Railroad Lock, William J.
Founders Day Aztec, N. M.
French “40 & 8” Boxcar Dedicated; Reviewer; S. W.
Historical Society of New Mexico/Arizona Historical Society Joint Conference in Santa Fe April 26-30, 1990
Los Alamos Historical Society Receives National Award
New Mexico Historical Society Offers Books at Discount to Members
Society Resolutions Support State Projects
The Bobcat Wilmarth, James E.
The Missing Landmark Wilmarth, James E.

30 1990 Book(s)
Creator of the Santa Fe Style: Isaac Hamilton Rapp, Architect Sheppard, Carl D.; Reviewer; D. G.

31 1991 Articles
1990 Annual Conference Report C.B.
1990 Board of Directors Award Presented to Dr. Eleanor Adams Kessell, John L.
Back Issue Sale, New Mexico Historical Review
Gifts to the Historical Society
Gilberto Espinosa Prize 1990
Memories of San Marcial DuBois, Barbara
Santa Fe Plaza Excavations, 1990 Snow, David
Socorro has Tour Brochure

32 1991 Articles
1992 N.M. Historical Society Annual Meeting, Durango, Colorado April 30-May 3, 1992
A Remembrance: The Way to Taos Davis, Walter
American Association for State and Local History Seeks Award Nominations
Murder, Politics and the Administration of Justice in Frontier New Mexico: The Hanging of Perfecto Padilla Torres, Robert
New Mexico Historical Society Offers Books at Discount to Members
Society Director John Wilson Receives Award Myers, Christine
The Conservation Fund Seeks Donations to Purchase Glorieta Battlefield

32 1991 Book(s)
The Pueblo Indian Revolt of 1696 and the Franciscan Missions in New Mexico: Letters of the Missionaries and Related Documents Saphinosa, Manuel; Reviewer; F. L.

33 1992 Articles
A Trip To The Silver Mines Wilson, John P.
Arrest and Guilty Plea for Arizona Man
Donations Sought for HSNM Book Auction
HSNM Allies at Work, D & RGWRR Donates Historic Box Car JPC
New Perspectives on the Coronado Expedition
Old Santa Fe Association Presents Its Annual Awards
Publications Committee Report march, 1992 Wilson, Spencer
Ruleen Lazzell 1992 Woodrow Wilson Research Fellowship Recipient
The Borderer Bennett, N. V., Abacock, A. C.
Tibo J. Chaves 1912-1991 Jenkins, Myra Ellen

33 1992 Book(s)
A History of Jews in New Mexico Tobias, Henry J.; Reviewer; Lyon, Fern
Do You Suffer From ACAS?, Test yourself for Acute Cooking Anxiety Syndrome. “Cooking with a Handful of Ingredients” Reeve, Agnessa, Reeve, Jack; Reviewer; JPC
From Desert to Bayou Thompson, Jerry D.; Reviewer; Lyon, Fern

34 1992 Articles
1992 Book Auction A Great Success J.P.C.
A Rare Edition From The Palace Press: New World Santos
A Selective Bibliography of New Mexico History Hunner, Jon (compiler)
Dr. Jenkins Recovering From Wicked Fall JPC
Dr. Robert W. Frazer Receives 1992 Board of Directors Award
Historical Society Awards - 1992
Naivete, Cultural Denigration and Hispanic Bashing; History Comes to Roost in 1992 Chavez, Thomas E.
New Mexico Historical Society Offers Books at Discount to Members
Two Major Exhibits Opened In The Palace Of The Governors
Useful (?) Federal Information Department JPC
Requests for Information JPC

34 1992 Book(s)
By Force of Arms: The Journals of don Diego de Vargas, New Mexico, 1691-93 Kessell, John L., Hendricks, Rick
Old-House Dictionary, An Illustrated Guide to American Domestic Architecture 1600-1940 Phillips, Steven J.; Reviewer; JPC

35 1993 Articles
“The Challenge of Livable Communities” National Preservation Conference
1993 Historical Society Conference at La Posada Hotel in Albuquerque April 22-24, 1993 JPC
A Burglary at Parker’s Books of the West in Santa Fe CDS
A Robbery At The Palace
An Essay Contest for Students
Donations Sought For HSNM Book Auction JPC
Historical Society of New Mexico Votes Gift Towards Purchase of The Cross of the Martyrs in Santa Fe
Santa Fe Railway Depot (1902-1993): Albuquerque Landmark Up In Flames Lazzell, Carleen C.
Santa Fe Trail In New Mexico: A Teacher Institute
The “ Fulton Collection” Maurice G. Fulton 1877-1955
When The Palace of The Governors Had a Second Story Snow, Cordelia Thomas

35 1993 Book(s)
The Hispano Homeland Nostrand, Richard L.; Reviewer; RIT

36 1993 Articles
A Special Award RRW
Annual Meeting Book Auction A Success JPC
Concha Ortiz y Piño de Kleven Receives 1992 Board of Directors Award RRW
Dr. Myra Ellen Jenkins Is Dead JPC
Historical Society Awards, April 1993
Mormon Battalion Monument - A Status Report A. H. S.
The Last Years of Francisco Cuervo y Valdes Hendricks, Rick
Three Receive Paso Por Aqui Award

36 1993 Book(s)
- Bronson M. Cutting, Progressive Politician Lowitt, Richard; Reviewer; Lyon, Fern
- Destiny At Valverde, The Life and Death of Alexander McRae Grinstead, Marion Cox; Reviewer; Lyon, Fern
- Frederic Remington’s Southwest Ballinger, James K.; Reviewer; Lyon, Fern
- Ninez, Spanish Songs, Games and Stories of Childhood Ebinger, Virginia Nylander

37 1993 Articles
- Call for Papers- Historical Society of NM Annual Conference Taos, April 21-23
  - “A Whole Box of Pandoras” Kessell, John L.
  - “My Memories of Dr. Myra Ellen Jenkins” Salazar, J. Richard
  - A Different Kind of Document - Saved! Stoller, Marianne L.
  - A Letter From An Old Friend And Cousin Robertson, Eva O.
  - A Memoir of Myra Ellen Jenkins Bloom, John Porter, Bloom Jo Tice
  - A Note From Norman Cleaveland Cleaveland, Norman
  - A Remembrance From Another Former Student Lazzell, Ruleen
  - A Selected Account and Publication List of Myra Ellen’s Contributions as a Historian, Researcher, Writer and as an Expert Historical witness Delaney, Robert W.
  - A Tribute to Dr. Myra Ellen Jenkins Chavez, Mrs. Tibo J. (Betty)
  - Albert H. Schroeder, Maarch 23, 1914 - July 19, 1993, A Memory Murphy, Dan
  - Documents Savaed for New Mexico Wilson, John P.
  - Dr. J and the Battle for Blue Lake Gordon-McCutchan, R. C.

38 1994 Articles
  - And From the Magdalena News
  - Dr. Myra Ellen Jenkins remembered by New Mexico House Memorial 23.
  - Dr. Wilson Honored
  - Historical Society of New Mexico Annual Conference Set Torrez, Robert J.
Magdalena:
The HSNM-UNM Press Books - A Report Wilson, Spencer
The New Mexico Town Company, Emerson Twitchell and Magdalena and Agent W. H. Patton Absconds with Lot Sale Proceeds, Two Unsolved Questions Conron, John P.
Tidbits From The Magdalena Mountain Mail

39 1994 Articles
“Practices, Policies and Prejudices: Challenging the Images of American Cultures”
Affairs of the State, Two Fine Appointments and One Untimely Death JPC
Historical Society of New Mexico Annual Awards, 1994
Historical Society of New Mexico Board Award presented to Mary and J. Paul Taylor
Letters To The Editor
The Continuation of The Historical Society of New Mexico $1,000 History Scholarship
The Ranch School Period of Los Alamos Anderson, David Joshua
Western History Association Conference Albuquerque October 20-23, 1994

40 1995 Articles
A Fiend Of So Many Of Us Dies, Lee Myers, 1902-1994 JPC
Architectural Artifact Collections Survey
Cultural Resource Training Directory Available Free!
Directory of Cultural Resource Education Programs Now on Sale!
Jerry L. Rogers Succeeds John Cook At Santa Fe
Murder Most Foul In Pinos Altos Wilson, John P.
New Mexico Heritage Preservation Week, May 13-21
The Juan Martinez de Montoya Collection and The Palace of the Governors Chavez, Thomas E.
Westerners to Trade Old Books For New

40 1995 Book(s)
Nina Otero-Warren of Santa Fe Whaley, Charlotte; Reviewer; Conron, John P.
The Last Cowboys: Closing the Open Range, in Southeastern New Mexico, 1890s-1920s Brooks, Connie; Reviewer; Baxter, John O.

41 1995 Articles
1995 Historical Society of New Mexico Awards Announced
1996 Annual Conference Call For Papers
Dona Ana County Historical Society Continues Its Work On Southern New Mexico Historical Review
Historical Society of New Mexico 1995/1996 Board of Directors
Historical Society of New Mexico Elects Officers
The Continuation of The Historical Society of New Mexico $1,000 History Scholarships
The Lincoln National Forest: Conflicting Interests, 1907-1923 Hawthorne, Lori S.

42 1996 Articles
1846 New Mexico’s Historic Year, 1846-1996
A Slip of the Stone Mason’s Hammer D. T.
Book Treasures In Portales Parker, Dorothy R.
Borderline Show Combines Art and Southwest History
Can You Identify This Photograph?
Don’t Forget The Annual Book Auction!
Dona Ana County Historical Society Presents Awards
Eleanor Burnam Adams J. B.
Las Vegas Committee Hosts Tour of Historic Buildings
The Bosque Redondo Memorial Parker, Dorothy R.
Who Done It? (And did Bishop Lamy say it was o.k.?) Kaye, E. Donald

42 1996 Book(s)
Blood and Treasure: Confederate Empire in the Southwest Frazier, Donald S.; Reviewer; Wilson, Spencer
Bloody Valverde: A Civil War Battle on the Rio Grande, February 21, 1862 Taylor, John; Reviewer; Wilson, Spencer
Who is Witter Bynner? The Selected Witter Bynner Kraft, James; Reviewer; Sheppard, Carl D.

43 1996 Articles
An Outing Planned, An Invitation From The Southwest Chapter of the Oregon/California Trails Association
Archdiocese of Santa Fe Catholic Cuarto Centennial Commission
Bandelier Garden Poster Available
Call For Proposals, Arizona Historical Convention, April 24-April 26, 1997, Wickenburg, Arizona
Historical Society of New Mexico Awards
Letter of Correction to the Editor J.P.C. (editor)
New Histories of New Mexico’s Southeast Quadrant Parker, Dorothy (sic)
Research Reveals Juan de Onate’s Jewish Connection
Seven Presidents: The Art of Oliphant, A New Exhibition at the Albuquerque Museum
The Laguna Migration of 1879: Protestant, Catholic, and Native Visions Will, Martina E.

43 1996 Book(s)
Islands in the Desert: A History of the Up-lands of Southeastern Arizona Wilson, John P.; Reviewer; Wilson, Spencer

44 1997 Articles
A Monument Returns
Call for Nominations for Society’s Annual Awards
Donations Sought For HSNM Book Auction JPC
Manuscripts Sought by Historical Society of New Mexico
Myth of the Hanging Tree, Lynchings and Legal Hangings in Territorial New Mexico Torrez, Robert J.
The Historical Society of New Mexico $1,000 History Scholarships
Western States Book Award

44 1997 Book(s)
Ernie Pyle in the American Southwest Melzer, Richard; Reviewer; Chavez, Thomas E.

45 1997 Articles
1998 Annual HSNM Conference Call for Papers
A Challenge
AASLH To Meet in Denver October 1-4, 1997
Call for Nominations for Society’s Annual Awards
Historical Society of New Mexico Awards 1997
HSNM Launches Grant Program E.D.K.
Intimacy and Empire: Indian-African Interaction in Spanish Colonial New Mexico 1500-1800 McDonald, Dedra S.
Inventing the Southwest: The Fred Harvey Company and Native American Art
Santa Fe Trail Association Symposium, September 23-28, 1997
The Historical Society of New Mexico $1,000 Scholarships E. E. F.
45 1997 Book(s)
Great Excavations: Tales of Early Southwestern Archaeology, 1888-1939 Elliot, Melinda; Reviewer; Schaafsma, Curtis F.
New Mexico’s Finest: Peace Officers killed in the Line of Duty, 1847-1996 Bullis, Don; Reviewer; Fleming, Elvis E.
Spanish New Mexico, The Spanish Colonial Arts Society Collection Pierce, Donna, Editor, Weigle, Marta, Editor; Reviewer; Kaye, E. Donald
The Myth of Santa Fe: Creating a Modern Regional Tradition Wilson, Chris; Reviewer; Reeve, Agnesa/Sheppard, Carl

46 1998 Articles
A Canticle for Fray Angelico Cohen, Saul
Arizona/New Mexico Joint Conference - April 2-5, 1998
Arizona/New Mexico Joint Conference in Santa Fe April 2-5, 1998
Hilton Hotel Reservations
Land of Light: Photographs of Ghost Ranch An Exhibition at the Albuquerque Museum
Montezuma “Castle” on “Most Endangered” List J.P.C.
The Annual Book & Artifact Auction

46 1998 Book(s)
Heart of the Circle Durkin, Pat, Introduction, Day, Sara, Editor; Reviewer; Noe, Sally
Tales of Los Alamos, Life on the Mesa 1943-1945 Los Alamos Historical Society; Reviewer; Strottman, Theresa A.
The Chile Chronicles, Tales of a New Mexico Harvest Padilla, Carmella; Reviewer; Kay, Donald

46 1998 Book(s)
Wide Ruins; Memories from a Navajo Trading Post Wagner, Sallie; Reviewer; Sheppard, Carl

47 1998 Articles
1999 Annual HSNM Conference Call for Papers
Alamogordo is Site for Societies 1999 Annual Conference Convention - April 8-10
Call for Nominations for Society’s Annual Awards
Center for Southwest Research
Do you know the whereat of these photographs?
Have you ever noticed our New Deal public art?
Historical Society of New Mexico Awards 1998
History Slighted in Stamp Selection Wilson, Chris
John Kessell JPC
New Mexico Cuarto Centennial Genealogical Conference
Symposium on the Upper Rio Abajo
The Historical Society of New Mexico $1,000 History Scholarships
The Sisters of Loretto In Las Cruces: The Education Of A Frontier Community, 1870-1943 Simpson, Wendy C.
Two New Exhibits at Albuquerque Museum

47 1998 Book(s)
Four Trails to Valor: From Ancient Footprints to Modern Battlefields: A Journey of Four Peoples Cave, Dorothy; Reviewer; Fleming, Elvis E.
Massacre on the Lordsburg Road Simmons, Marc; Reviewer; Kaye, E. Donald

48 1998 Articles
A Correction and Apology JPC
Alamogordo--Convention Related And an Historic Building Threatened Townsend, David H.
Carl Sheppard Has Died Conron, John P.
Historical Societies Awards Program - Please Note: A change of submission address
Photographic Exhibit Of The Chaves County Jail Fleming, Elvis E.
The Editor’s Column JPC
The Flyaway Histories Of New Mexico Wilson, John P.

49 1999 Articles
A Vanishing Legacy: The Historic American Building Survey in New Mexico Claire Dohertys Sweet and Sour Carrots Columbus, the Gem of the Border Reeve, Agnesa David Townsend Honored by the New Mexico Endowment for the Humanities Have you Seen This, or a Similar House? Conron, John P.

Members Research Requests
New Mexico’s New State Library and Records Center and Archives Building Torrez, Robert J.
Pecos Conference 1999 Call for Papers PLUS!
Rare 47-star Flag Now Resides in New Mexico Harris, Cheryl M.
University Archivist Receives Dona Ana Historical Society Hall of Fame Award

49 1999 Book(s)
A History of the Mesilla Valley - 1903 McFie (Bloom), Maude Elizabeth; Reviewer; Reeve, Agnesa
Fort Stanton And Its Community, 1855-1896 Ryan, John P.; Reviewer; Townsend, David H.

50 1999 Articles
“Where there’s smoke...” Wildfire Policy and Suppression in the American Southwest Herron, John
2000 Annual HSNM Conference Call for Papers
4th Annual ANZA World Conference Scheduled
Architectural Historian, Elmo Baca, Receives Fellowship
Call for Nominations for Society’s Annual Awards
Chris Wilson and his Book, The Myth of Santa Fe, Win Award
Flu killed hundreds in New Mexico making worst epidemic in U.S. history Melzer, Richard, Bava, Oswald G.
History as Adventure Story Reeves [sic], Agnesa
Items of Interest from the Recent QUIDO K’yawaho:we Chile Stew, with Potatoes
Separate “Certificates” Honor Dr. Spencer Wilson and Friends of the Cumbres & Toltec Scenic RR JPC
SOS Makes First Awards to Preserve Sculptures
The Historical Society of New Mexico $1,000 History Scholarships
Weaving Project Exhibit Opening Slated for July and Continues Through November

50 1999 Book(s)
Leaf to Root, Ears to Tail Edaakie, Rita; Reviewer; Reeve, Agnesa

51 2000 Articles
“Review Who?” Schlatter, Evelyn A. (Editor)
Dona Ana County/Historical Society Continues Historical Review Series JPC
Historical Society of New Mexico Annual Conference - Belen - April 13-15, 2000
History of New Mexico Course to be Offered State-wide in 2000 Torrez, Robert J.; Reviewer; RIT
Popé The Man and The Myth
Shifting Ethnic Boundaries in Colonial New Mexico: Evidence From the Diligencias Matrimoniales Kraemer, Paul
VCHS Receives KNMB Award
51 2000 Book(s)
Centennial, Where the Old West Meets the New Frontier Townsend, David H., McDonald, Cliff; Reviewer; Kaye, E. Donald
J.B. “Billy” Mathews, Biography of a Lincoln County Deputy Fleming, Elvis E.; Reviewer; Hart, Robert L.

52 2000 Articles
“Murdered by a Hidden Foe”: The Death of Ralph S. Connell and the Struggle for Water at Tularosa Baxter, John O.
Applicants for the AASLH Alderson Internship Sought
Dona Ana County Historical Society Presents Awards JPC
Farm & Ranch Museum Seeks Information for An Exhibit
Five Organizations Receive HSNM Grants
Grants Awarded to Two “Save America’s Treasures”
Historic Hotels of America
HSMN’s Annual Meeting & Conference Set For Valencia County RM
IMLS Seeks Museum Program Reviewers for New 2000 National Leadership Grant
Preservation society seeking members
Station Grant Ideas Wanted
You may receive this issue of La Cronica just days-or even hours-before the annual conference of the Historical Society of New Mexico in Belen an [sic] Los Lunas-April 13-15, Join us there, it will be great!!

52 2000 Book(s)
A Survey to 1949 Chambers, Marjorie Bell, Aldrick, Linda K.

53 2000 Articles
A FLASH Report, Two Society Officers resign posts due to health or work pressures JPC/CL
An important letter and appeal for funds from the Historic Santa Fe Foundation
Call for Nominations for Society’s Annual Awards
Duane Anderson is Director of the State Indian Museum and the Laboratory of Anthropology
Elmo L. Baca Named Director of Historic Preservation Division
Endangered New Mexico Historic Places Hummer, Jon (reporter)
Farm & Ranch POW Use: 1943-1946 Hart, Bob, Saffell, Cameron
Friends of the Cumbres & Toltec Scenic Railroad Affiliate to Operate the Historic Railroad
Historical Society of New Mexico Speakers Bureau
John Gaw Meem Designed Schools in Santa Fe Threatened ; Reviewer; JPC
John P. Wilson’s Islands in the Desert in eBook Format Moulson, Peter
Letter to the Editors Tsosie, Olivia, Kraemer, Paul
Luther Wilson Named Director of University of New Mexico Press
Raton Railroad Station Receives Grant
State Land Office Records Deposited in Archives Torrez, Robert J.
State Museum Losing Director Lee, Morgan
The “Abominable Stench” of Rotting Corpses: Protecting Public Health by Exiling New Mexico’s Dead, 1804-1850 Will, Martina E.
The Historical Society of New Mexico $1,000 History Scholarships
Tom Wilson Named Interim Director of Museum of New Mexico

53 2000 Book(s)
Santos: Enduring Images of Northern New Mexico Village Churches Cash, Marie Romero
The San Luis Valley - Land of the Six-Armed Cross Simmons, Virginia McConnell
54 2001 Articles
AASLH Summer Workshops: “Historic House Museum Issues & Operation” Anonymous
Bandelier Dwellings on Endangered List Anonymous
Bernalillo County the Whitcomb Springs Property Anonymous
Book Signing for Jacqueline Dunnington Anonymous
Historian Gerald Nash Dies Hunner, Jon
New AASLH Member Anonymous
New Mexico Heritage Preservation Alliance Conference, 2001: A Place Odyssey Anonymous
New Mexico Signage? JPC
Pancho Villa State Park Anonymous
Robert W. Delaney Dies at Home Anonymous
King Solomon’s Mysterious Demise Melzer, Richard

54 2001 Book(s)
Kit Carson & The Indians Dunlay, Tom; Reviewer; Kaye, Donald
Nothing Like it in the World: The Men Who Built the Transcontinental Railro Ambose, Stephen; Reviewer; Wilson, Spencer

55 2001 Articles
2001 Historical Society of New Mexico Awards Anonymous
Historian Robert J. Tórrez Retires Anonymous
Historical Photographs of UNM Anonymous
The Historical Society of New Mexico $1,000 History Scholarships Anonymous
Un Hijo de Algo y Sus Lazos de Relaciones: The Honorable José Francisco Torres Rael-Gálvez, Estevan
State Historian Sets Job Goals Anonymous

55 2001 Book(s)
Only in New Mexico Hooker, Van Dorn, Howard, Melissa Price, V. B.; Reviewer; Bloom, John Porter

56 2002 Articles
2002 New Mexico - Arizona Joint History Conference and Convention set for April 11-14 at Las Cruces Hilton Tórrez, Robert J.
A Daring Robbery? Or, Pillaging the Silver City Stage Wilson, John P.
Capital Punishment in New Mexico: An Update Tórrez, Robert J.
Exhibit Highlights WWII State Agricultural Labor Crisis and Its Solution: POW Labor Hart, Bob
Retrograde Franciscans in New Mexico (1625-1652) Kraemer, Paul

57 2002 Articles
2002 Historical Society of New Mexico Awards Anonymous
Austin Hoover Retires from Rio Grande Historical Collections Anonymous
Final Funding in Hand for Depot, Las Cruces RR Depot Being Renovated JP
Hispanic Cultural Center Selects Tom Chavez as Executive Director Anonymous
Historic Church Renovated JPC
New Director for Palace of Governors Anonymous
New Mexico Heritage Preservation Alliance announces the Most Endangered Places, The Anonymous
Reflections on the Sacred Salt Lake; Ma’lokyattsik’i: Öng: Wu-uti: Schubert, Rebecca

57 2002 Book(s)
A Land so Remote Frank, Larry, Miller, Skip; Reviewer; Kaye, E. Donald
Civil War in the Southwest: Recollections of the Sibley Brigade Thompson, Jerry
Sin Nombre, Hispana & Hispano Artists of the New Deal-Era Nunn, Tey Marianna; Reviewer; Kaye, E. Donald
Watch for Me on the Mountain: A Novel of Geronimo and the Apache People Carter, Forrest; Reviewer; CL

58 2002 Articles
2003 Historical Society of New Mexico Annual Meeting in Gallup, NM S.N.
A Brief History of Ramah’s Early History Bond, Deward
Historical Society offers $1,000 Scholarships Anonymous
History of the Ramah Trees Merrill, Paul
Nathan Augustus Monroe Dudley, Rogue, Hero or Both Kaye, E. Donald

59 2003 Articles
Benavides Revisited: Franciscan Lobbyist or Medieval Visionary? Kraemer, Paul
Dr. Sabine “Uli” Ulibarri Dies
J. Paul and Mary Taylor Donate Historic Mesilla Property to Museum of New Mexico
On the Lookout for Former Civil Conservation Corps Members, by March 29, 2003
Santa Fe Historian Pedro Ribera-Ortega Dies
The Foundations of New Mexico History: At Work Behind the Palace of the Governors Post, Steven

59 2003 Book(s)
Valencia County, New Mexico: History Through the Photographer’s Lens McDonald, Margaret Espinosa, Melzer, Richard; Reviewer; Bloom, Jo Tice

60 2003 Articles
2003 Historical Society of New Mexico Awards Anonymous
Corporal Frank Bratling Posthumously Honored CL
Endangered Places of New Mexico 2003 Anonymous
John Henry Tunstill’s Tombstone Discovered in London CL
John Wayne, Move Over Tissot, John
Las Cruces Train Depot, La Crónica de Neve México Photograph Correction JPC
Legendary Eklund Hotel Gets New Lease on Life Niederman, Sharon
Many-Sided Man: John Donald Robb and Music in New Mexico 1892-1989 Meredith, Scott
Prominent Southwestern Anthropologist Charles L. Lange Dies CL
Route 66 Neon Signs being Restored Anonymous
Well Known Architect George Pearl Left a Legacy CL

61 2004 Articles
Buck Ramsey Heritage Award Presented to I. V. “Vince” Crisp Anonymous
Historical Society of New Mexico Annual Conference Los Alamos, New Mexico April 22-25, 2004 Anonymous
Letters from Vietnam Sought anonymous
The East Boundary Line of New Mexico - The Confluence of the Land Claims of Settlers from the American East and Mexican Southwest and South Monroe, Kendyl K.

61 2004 Book(s)
Captain Joseph C. Lea, From Confederate Guerilla to New Mexico Patriarch Fleming, Elvis; Reviewer; Torrez, Robert J.
Cowboy Days: Stories of the New Mexico Range Zimmer, Stephen; Reviewer; CL

62 2004 Articles
2004 Historical Society of New Mexico Awards
El Camino Real de Tierra Adentro Trail Association (CARTA) Second International Symposium
Giant Sculpture Taken From Historic Hotel
Historical Society of New Mexico Annual Conference to be held April 21-23, 2005
Historical Society of New Mexico Call for Papers
Los Alamos Conference a Huge Success
Max Evans Events
Myra Ellen Jenkins Graduate Student Scholarship Awarded to Bradley Glenn Shreve
New Book by Jon Hunner
The Maxwell Land Grant Stud, The Frank Remington Sherwin Connection
Union County Courthouses
New Mexico Endangered Place 2004

62 2004 Book(s)
Albuquerque: City at the End of the World Price, V. B., Gittings, Kirk; Photographer
Captives and Cousins: Slavery, Kinship, and Community in the Southwest Borderlands Brooks, James F.; Reviewer; Shreve, Bradley Glenn
Dorothy Scaritt McKibben: Gatekeeper to Los Alamos Steeper, Nancy Cook
Hispanic Albuquerqu Simmons, Marc
Modernists in Taos From Dasburg to Martin Witt, David L.
Pedro Pino, Governor of Zuni Pueblo Hart, E. Richard
When We Were Young in the West: True Histories of Childhood Melzer, Richard

63 2004 Articles
Editorial Note, (Apologia) Conron, John P., Lazzell, Carleen
Historical Society of New Mexico Annual Conference Clayton, NM April 21-23, 2005
Kidnapping La Conquistadora, 1973 Melzer, Richard
New Mexicans at the Western History Association Conference in Las Vegas, Nevada Bloom, John P.
Other books by Peter Iverson
Tribute to Andrew K. Gregg Lazzell, Carleen C.

64 2005 Articles
Origins and Early Development of New Mexico’s Wine Industry Kraemer, Paul
Shaggy Bison Traverse Santa Fe Trail “Remembering the Buffalo Drive of 1955” Lazzell, Carleen C.

64 2005 Book(s)
The Texas Post Office Murals: Art for the People Parsi, Phil; Reviewer; Flynn
Saints of the Pueblos Carrillo, Charles M.; Reviewer; Adkins, Lynn

65 2005 Articles
2005 Historical Society of New Mexico Awards
Chuck Wagon Supper and “Songs of the Trail and Cow Camp”
Conron Receives Lifetime Achievement Award Lazzell, Carleen C.
The Dixon Case, 1947-1951: The End of the Catholic Era in New Mexico Public Education Baca, Jacobo
Tribute to Janaloo Hill

65 2005 Book(s)
Bailing Wire and Gammuza: The True Story of a Family Ranch Near Ramah, New Mexico, 1905-1986 Mallery, Barbara Vogt; Reviewer; Zimmer, Stephen

66 2005 Articles
Albuquerque Celebrates Tricentennial “Duke City Founded in 1706” CL
Brams Mail Order House Receives Award Copeland, Barbara, Blakeley, D. Ray
Historic WPA Gymnasium at Amistad
Cathedral Basilica of St. Francis of Assisi Earle, Ken
Endangered Places of New Mexico 2005
Tests of Faith: Maintaining Religious Tradition in Tough Country Karpinsky, Sharon

66 2005 Book(s)
A German POW in New Mexico Schmid, Walter; Reviewer; Melzer, Richard
Curandero: A Life in Mexican Folk Healing Torres, Eliseo “Cheo”, Sawyer, Timothy L., Jr.; Reviewer; Adkins, Lynn

67 2006 Articles

“Madonna of the Trail” Tribute to Pioneer Mothers Lazzell, Carleen C.
Braden Memorial Fountain Tribute to a Hero CCL
La Mano Negra A Personal Search for the “Black Hand” in Tierra Amarilla Tórrez, Robert J.
Lembke/Carson House Albuquerque’s Historic Huning Highlands CCL
León Trouset: An Itinerant Painter in New Mexico Brown, R. B.
Other Examples of Albuquerque’s Public Art Collection
Public Art in Albuquerque A Reflection of Culture and History Lazzell, Carleen C.

67 2006 Book(s)

Gardens of New Spain: How Mediterranean Plants and Foods Changed America Dunmire, William W., Dunmire, Evangeline L.; Reviewer; BHM

68 2006 Articles

“Mariachi Guerreo” Performance at La Fonda del Bosque CCL
2006 Historical Society of New Mexico Awards
Camp Capitan: A Depression Era Camp for Unemployed Young Women Adkins, Lynn
Endangered Places of New Mexico 2006 GW
Friends Acquire the Dorman Photograph Collection Bianchi, Curt
Frontier Historian Sam Arnold Contributed Greatly to the Knowledge of the Old West CCL
Jane Sanchez Leaves Endowment to Historical Society of New Mexico CCL
Lansing Bartlett Bloom (1880-1946) CCL
Luis Jimenez, Jr. Killed in Tragic Accident anonymous
Mexican integration, immigration and assimilation within the aftermath of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo Bejan, Corina
Photographs from the 2006 Historical Society of New Mexico Albuquerque Conference CCL
Senator Domenici Speaks at the Historical Society of New Mexico Annual Conference
The Historical Society of New Mexico, 1859-1976 Jenkins, Myra Ellen

68 2006 Book(s)

Inventing Los Alamos: The Growth of an Atomic Community Hunner, Jon; Reviewer; Stevenson, Michael

69 2006 Articles

Concha Ortiz y Pino de Kleven “Grande Dame of New Mexico” Lazzell, Carleen C.
Dr. Marjorie Bell Chambers “A Woman Who Made a Difference” CCL
Gordon M. Church “Creator of the Public Art Program in Albuquerque” CCL
Historic Center Block in Las Vegas Collapses CCL
Michael Todd’s Ninth Life: His Fatal Crash in the Zuni Mountains of New Mexico, 1958 Melzer, Richard
Pioneer Cabin moved from Las Cruces to Chloride CCL
Tewa Storyteller Esther Martinez Killed in Collision CCL
TWA Flight 260 Memorial CCL

70 2007 Articles

A Short History of Hurley, NM Wade, Karin
Cumbres & Toltec Scenic Railroad Celebrates 125 Years
History and Historic Preservation A Story of the Friends of the Cumbres and Toltec Scenic Railroad KE
Hurley Smokestacks Slated for Demolition CCL
Madonna of the Trail Springerville, Arizona
The First Generation of the Historical Society of New Mexico, 1859-1863 Stevenson, Michael
70 2007 Book(s)
Frank Springer & New Mexico: From the Colfax County War to the Emergence of Modern Santa Fe
Caffey, David L.; Reviewer; Zimmer, Stephen
Riding for the Brand, 150 Years of Cowden Ranching Pettit, Michael; Reviewer; Bloom, Jo Tice

71 2007 Articles
Six New Mexico Small Town Theatres Listed in National Register of Historic Places Drake, Tom
The Butterfield Trail in New Mexico Hackler, George

72 2007 Articles
2007 Historical Society of New Mexico Awards
Bust of Donaciano Vigil at Palace of the Governors CCL
Ernie Pyle’s House and Typewriter Gain National Attention CCL
Groundbreaking for New Glenrio Tourist Center and Rest Area CCL
John Porter Bloom & Lansing B. Bloom Honored
Texas-New Mexico Route 66 Ghost Town Declared a National Historic District TD
The Museum and Collections of the Historical Society of New Mexico Stevenson, Michael
Underground Mine Map Initiative Catalogs Old Mine Maps

73 2007 Articles
Dr. Bertha Dutton and Her Dirty Diggers Bloom, Jo Tice
2007 New Mexico Most Endangered Places New Mexico Heritage Preservation Alliance
2007 Santa Fe Trail Endurance Horse Race CCL

73 2007 Book(s)
Bernard Plossu’s New Mexico Mora, Gilles, Hall, Edward T.; Reviewer; LA
Ernest Knee in New Mexico: Photographs, 1930s-1940s. Knee, Dana, Ewing, Robert A. Williamson, Catherine;
Reviewer; LA

74 2008 Articles
“New Deal 75th Anniversary Were You in the WPA, CCC or NYA When You Were Younger? New Deal
Association Is Looking To Honor You” KF
Charles “Carlos” Hipolite Beaubien More Than A Name On A Land Grant Gutiérrez, Priscilla Shannon
Exploring Jicarilla Heritage CCL
Former New Mexican Mary Childers Mangusso Receives Honor CCL
Harry H. Hopson Receives Buck Ramsey Heritage Award For Lifetime Achievement in Fostering the
Cowboy Way of Life
Historic Lava and Mortar Fence Restored at Des Moines, New Mexico CCL
White House Holiday Decorations Include New Mexico National Monuments CCL

74 2008 Book(s)
Death and Dying in New Mexico de Chaparro, Martina Will; Reviewer; Christmas, Henrietta M.
New Books About New Mexico Melzer, Richard

75 2008 Articles
“The Bell Keepers” Sculpture in Albuquerque’s North Valley CCL
Albuquerque Tribune Closes Its Doors Lazzell, Carleen
Camp Capitan: A Depression Era Educational Camp for Unemployed Young Women Adkins, Lynn
Clayton WPA Library
Historic Buildings in Deming, New Mexico Anderson, William Bayne
Historic Marker Commemorates one of the Great Indy Studios, Buddy Holly, Fireballs, Waylon Jennings
Recorded at Norman Petty Studios Drake, Tom
The Isleta Bus Crash Tragedy of 1930  
Melzer, Richard

75 2008 Book(s)

Lovington: Survivor on the High Plains  
Hinshaw, Gil; Reviewer: Melzer, Richard

New Books About New Mexico History  
Melzer, Richard

76 2008 Articles

2008 Historical Society of New Mexico Awards  
Anonymous

75th New Deal Anniversary “State Kick Off Event”  
LA

Call for Papers 2009 New Mexico History Conference  
Caffey, David L.

Miera Y Pacheco and the Gila Apaches  
Kraemer, Paul

New Mexico Heritage Preservation Awards  
Drake, Tom

New Mexico State quarter

Old Spanish Trail Exhibit Celebrates Trade Route between Santa Fe and Los Angeles  
Anonymous

The Office of the State Historian is looking for Descendants of WPA Writers  
Rael-Gálvez

76 2008 Book(s)

New Books For Your New Mexico History Bookshelves  
Melzer, Richard

77 2008 Articles

150/100! The Historical Society and the Museum of New Mexico Joint Symposium  
Anonymous

Historic New Mexico Home Featured for National Hispanic Heritage Month  
Anonymous

Murder in Budville  
Melzer, Richard

Museum of New Mexico 100 Years continued...  
Cantrell, Steve, Stevenson, Michael

New Mexico History Grand Opening, Memorial Day Weekend 2009  
Anonymous

New Mexico Humanities Council Sponsors ‘Songs of the Cowboys’ Centennial Tour  
Anonymous

The Museum of New Mexico 100 Years  
Cantrell, Steve, Stevenson, Michael

77 2008 Book(s)

Kenneth Milton Chapman: A Life Dedicated to Indian Arts and Artists  
Chapman, Janet, Barrie, Karen

New Books For Your New Mexico History Bookshelves  
Melzer, Richard

78 2009 Articles

A Letter From Our President  
Melzer, Richard

Esther Martinez National Heritage Fellow Honored with Roadside Marker  
Anonymous

Governor Prince, Dr. Hewett, and Their Battles for the Old Palace  
Stevenson, Michael

Historic Markers Honor History and Individuals in 12 Counties and Pueblos  
Drake, Tom

HSNM Grants Program  
Caffey, David L.

New Mexico’s “Hats Off To New Mexico - Beep Beep” Float Wins Coveted Bob Hope Humor Award in  
2009 Tournament of Roses Parade  
Stauffer, Mike; Reviewer: MS

Speakers Bureau Increases Number of Speakers and Topics

78 2009 Book(s)

New Books For Your New Mexico History Library  
Melzer, Richard

79 2009 Articles

A Letter From Our President  
Melzer, Richard

David L. Caffey Speakers Bureau: Focus Speaker  
Melzer, Richard

Gift Memberships Available

HSNM Grants Program Applications are Invited

Iron Mike and the Spirit of the CCC  
Adkins, Lynn

Santa Fe County’s Nineteenth Century Courthouse Its Rise and Fall, 1886-1909  
Lazzell, Carleen C.

Taos County Historical Society News
New Books for your New Mexico History Library  Melzer, Richard

2009 Historical Society of New Mexico Awards
40th Anniversary: Remembering the Film Easy Rider  CCL
A Letter From Our President  Stevenson, Michael
A Successful 2009 New Mexico History Conference  MS
Bells of St. Francis  CCL
Benjamin M. Read Conference Grants for Teachers
Call for Papers 2010 New Mexico History Conference April 29-May 1, 2010  Caffey, David L.
Gift Memberships Available
HSNM Grants Program
New Mexico’s Spanish Livestock Heritage  Dunmire, William W.
Presidents of the Historical Society of New Mexico 1859-2009
St. Francis Cathedral Basilica Scaffolding Removed  CCL
The New Mexico Centennial, 2012  Melzer, Richard
The New Mexico History Museum Opens!  Stevenson, Michael

2009 Book(s)
New Books for your New Mexico History Library  Melzer, Richard

2009 Articles
A Letter From Our President  Stevenson, Michael
“Where Oil, Water, Cowboys, and Historians Will All Mix--the 2010 New Mexico History Conference
Historic Markers and Locations Recognizing New Mexico Women
Historic Trees
Lew Wallace and Victorio: A Study in Leadership and Strategy  Strykowski, Jason
New Mexico Centennial Planning Gathers Steam  Kennedy, Rozella
Recent Dissertations
Rose Powers White Recognized with Roadside Marker
Stories of Survival as told by Eve Ball  Sanchez, Lynda A.
The Memory of the Civil War in New Mexico  Horton, Wendy
Wagon Mound Celebrates 99th Annual Bean Days

2009 Book(s)
New Books for your New Mexico History Library  Melzer, Richard

2010 Articles
A Letter From Our President  Stevenson, Michael
Clifford and Barbara Copeland Receive Buck Ramsay[sic] Heritage Award  Lazzell, Carleen
Cormac McCarthy’s Olivetti Typewriter  Lazzell, Carleen
Historical Society of New Mexico Announces 2010 Teachers’ Scholarship Program  Anderson, William Bayne
New Mexico’s “Enchantment is in the Air” Float Wins Coveted Grand Marshal’s Trophy In 2010
Tournament of Roses Parade  Stauffer, Mike
New Mexico’s Cowboy in the Roundhouse, Governor Bruce King 1924-2009  Myers, David
NM Statehood Centennial Teachers Guide Project  Lazzell, Carleen
Route 66 Preservation Program
Sesquicentennial Birthday Party HSNM  Lazzell, Carleen
Statehood Centennial  Stevenson, Michael
The Adventure of Learning And Teaching New Mexico History  Hill, R. Kermit
Winslow J. Howard: A Founder, Found  Cary, Steven J.

82 2010 Book(s)
Buried Treasurers: Famous and Unusual Gravesites in New Mexico History  Melzer, Richard PhD; Reviewer; Lazzell, Carleen

83 2010 Articles
Curtis Fort - Story Teller in Bronze  Zimmer, Stephen
From our President  Stevenson, Michael
New Mexico Statehood Centennial  Stevenson, Michael
Rick Hendricks, PhD Selected As State Historian
Society for Commercial Archeology Announces the Ten Most Endangered Roadside Places
The Zealot and the Politician: Two 18th Century New Mexico Franciscans  Kraemer, Paul
Water, Water Everywhere but Will there be Drop to Drink?

84 2010 Articles
Call for Papers  Canffey, David
First Automobile in New Mexico “Locomobile Traverses Raton Pass in 1900”  Drake, Tom
Flockhart Ford Wedding at the Governor’s Mansion  ; Reviewer; Lazzell, Carleen L.
From our President  Stevenson, Michael
Historical Society of New Mexico Awards
History in Small Places  Hill, Kermit
New Mexico Designates Moon Landing Site a Cultural Property  Lunar Legacy Project
New Mexico Statehood Centennial Report  Stevenson, Michael
Speakers at the Building Connectivity Session  ; Reviewer; Lazzell, Carleen L.
The Ocean to Ocean Highway or New Mexico’s other Historic Highway  Wilson, Spencer
Yazzie, Rev. Lemuel Bahe
Charley’s Automotive Service and the Star Café  Drake, Tom

84 2010 Book(s)
Beaumont’s Kitchen: Lessons on Food, Life, and Photography with Beaumont Newhall  Scheinbaum, David; Reviewer; Adkins, Lynn
Ernest Thompson Seton: The Life and Legacy of an Artist and Conservationist  Witt, David L.; Reviewer; Caffey, David L.
Van Gieson Donates Manuscripts to University of New Mexico  Van Gieson, Judith; Reviewer; Lazzell, Carleen, L.

85 2010 Articles
Carlos Ortiz Receives 2010 Buck Ramsey Heritage Award
Curtis Fort “Scatterin’ the Drive” in New Mexico Stockman
Donaciano Vigil House in Santa Fé  Lazzell, Carleen
Donaciano Vigil, “The Gifted Giant” - But Was He a Traitor?  Kraemer, Paul M.
Dr. Richard Greenleaf Honored
From our President  Stevenson, Michael
Los Viejos Book Group of Santa Fe Field Trips in Search of New Mexico Literary History  Hill, Kermit
Reba Wells Grandrud Honored as 2010 Arizona Culturekeeper

86 2011 Articles
Alfonso Ortiz 1939-1997  ; Reviewer; Hildebrant, Emily
Frank Lloyd Wright Visited University of New Mexico Campus  Hooker, Van Dorn, FAIA
From our President  Stevenson, Michael
Historic Catholic Church in Willard, New Mexico  Lazzell, Carleen
Kiva Club  Adkins, Lynn, Battle, David
Mescalero
We are Born at a Time Shreve, Bradley G.

86 2011 Book(s)
Open Range: The Life of Agnes Morley Cleaveland Miller, Darlis A.; Reviewer: Zimmer, Stephen

87 2011 Articles
Billy the Kid Made the Front Page of Wall Street Journal Lazell, Carleen
Descendent of Geronimo Files Law Suit Lazzell, Carleen
Estevan Rael-Gálvez Named Vice President of Historic Sites by the National Trust for Historic Preservation
From our President Stevenson, Michael
Historical Museum of Lawmen
Lincoln County - Full of History Lazell, Carleen
Squash Blossom Named Official Necklace

87 2011 Book(s)
Addie Slaughter: The Girl Who Met Geronimo Krueger, Susan L.

88 2011 Articles
2011 New Mexico Historical Society Awards Friday, May 6, Ruidoso Conference Center
Billy the Kid Photograph Sold for Record Amount Lazell, Carleen
From our President Stevenson, Michael
New Mexico and The Great War, A Collection in Need of Historians Hill, R. Kermit Jr.
Santa Domingo Trading Post Rebuilt Lazzell, Carleen
St. Catherine’s Industrial Indian School Drake, Tom
Statehood History Workshops for New Mexico Teachers Stevenson, Michael
Steins Ghost Town Visit: An Ethereal Experience Lazell, Carleen
The Remarkable Romeros of Las Vegas: The Almost Forgotten Sisters Daves, Doyle
Well Known Border Businessman Larry Link Found Dead Meeks, Ashley

89 2011 Articles
A Tribute to Howard Bryan Reed, Ollie Jr.
Composer Amadeo Lucero Wrote New Mexico’s Official Spanish Song Brown, Nancy
Dixon Apple Orchard Frost Fire and Floods Caused Severe Damage Lazell, Carleen
From our President Stevenson, Michael
Historical Society of New Mexico Co-sponsors a Symposium on New Mexico Internment Hice Michael, Bartlit, Nancy
The Church that Diego de Vargas Built, 1694-1714 Snow, David H.
The Rehabilitation of Governor Manuel Armijo Kraemer, Paul
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